Surgical Navigation in the Open MRI
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Summary

The introduction of MRI into neurosurgery has opened multiple avenues, but also introduced new challenges. The open-configuration intraoperative MRI installed at the Brigham and Women’s Hospital in 1996 has been used for more than 500 open craniotomies and beyond 100 biopsies. Furthermore, the versatility and applicability, employing the same principles, is evident by its frequent use in other areas of the body.

However, while intraoperative scanning in the SignaSP yielded unprecedented imaging during neurosurgical procedures their usage for navigation proved bulky and unhandy.

To be fully integrated into the procedure, acquisition and display of intraoperative data have to be dynamic and primarily driven by the surgeon performing the procedure. To use the benefits of computer-assisted navigation systems together with immediate availability of intraoperative imaging we developed a software package. This “3D Slicer” has been used routinely for biopsies and open craniotomies. The system is stable and reliable. Pre- and intraoperative data can be visualized to plan and perform surgery, as well as to accommodate for intraoperative deformations, “brain shift”, by providing online data acquisition.
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Introduction

Computer-assisted Neuronavigation made high-resolution and multimodal presurgical imaging available for intraoperative guidance [8, 25, 32]. Relevant anatomic structures are identified and segmented, rendering a 3D representation of the patient’s pathology. 3D rendering of 2D medical image information permits interactive analysis of lesions in their spatial relationship [17]. This data as well as the basic grayscale are transferred to the OR for navigation employing rigid body transformation of the presurgical data (“image space”) to the patient (“physical space”) in surgery. With computer assisted navigational tools, the patient’s anatomy can be visualized as 2D or 3D representations in relationship to the position of tracked, hand-held instruments within the surgical field [25, 32]. Once surgery commences, the brain deforms, due to its non-rigid properties. This intraoperative deformation, “brain shift”, causes increasing inconsistencies between presurgical data and intraoperative reality [5, 12, 24]. Therefore the accuracy of navigation systems diminishes with proceeding surgery (Fig. 1).

Various attempts to categorize “brain shift” in order to achieve a predictive algorithm have been published [5, 23]. But even with serial intraoperative MRI there are major difficulties in analyzing the large and dynamic variety of intraoperative brain deformations [7, 11, 19]. Although computational approaches represent a major research effort, their present accuracy is unable to compensate for “brain shift”.

A more pragmatic approach, although limited to specialized centers, is to integrate computer assisted navigation systems into existing intraoperative imaging units to update data sets for navigation [15].

In this paper we will present the integration of an in-house developed software application package [9] into an open MRI system.

Material and Methods

Beginning in 1993 a vertical gap mid-field strength MRI system (0.5 Tesla, SignaSP) was developed in a collaborative effort by Gen-
eral Electric (GE) Medical Systems (Milwaukee, WI) and the Brigham and Women’s Hospital (BWH) [4, 13, 26, 27]. The scanner was designed to give access for open craniotomies while being able to acquire MRI studies during procedures without moving the patient. This BWH prototype has a 56 cm gap providing a spherical homogeneous (30 cm diameter) 0.5 T static field in the center of the open bore. This gap gives sufficient access for open surgery, although the surgeon’s mobility is restricted. Multiple engineering and ergonomic challenges had to be overcome [14, 29]. Clinical reports have shown the versatile applicability of this approach in clinical routine [3, 4, 15, 16, 20, 27–29].

The scanner console and workstations for image-guidance and image processing are situated outside the shielded MR room. Neuroradiologist review the acquired images on this diagnostic console, communicating via intercom with surgeons within the MR who follow the images on LCD flat panel screens within the scanner bore.

To provide the user within the magnet with more control over the acquisition plane as needed for image guidance, a 3D-digitizer system (Flashpoint 5000, Image Guided Technologies, Boulder, CO) was installed as an integral part of the SignaSP. It consists of the same components as optical frameless stereotactic neuronavigation systems for the conventional OR, including three charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras and a locator with infrared light emitting diodes (LEDs) [3, 9, 26–29]. The cameras are integrated into a rail running between the two cryostats, directly above the surgical field. The locator position and orientation are updated at a rate of 10 Hz within the surgical field. The coordinates are calculated by a workstation (Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, CA). These coordinates can be sent to the scanner and used interactively to define an imaging plane. Depending on the selected pulse-sequence an image is updated within 3–24 seconds. After adjustments the scanner needs the allotted time, to create an image. The trajectory has to remain in the same plane for the duration of the scan. If the locator is moved during the acquisition, a new plane is automatically defined, blurring the acquired image. Used routinely for biopsy procedures, the optical navigation system can be similarly utilized to position catheter or needles (e.g., for cyst evaluation or drainage or to place thermal ablation probes).

Although the combination of the Flashpoint system with the SignaSP was essential for near real time guidance, it proved to be cumbersome and time-consuming to acquire the single images consecutively. Particularly in craniotomies, probing the cavity for residual lesion with this technique was too time-consuming and the system too inflexible for interactive usage. Once these shortcomings were discernible, the need for navigation software, which would yield interactive viewing of the imaging volume, while providing adequate interactive speed to be applicable for open surgery, became apparent.

The 3D Slicer, is an in-house developed software application [9], which integrates presurgical planning, 3D visualization and computer-assisted navigation with updated intraoperative images. The multiple functions provide capabilities for image editing, model generation and registration of multimodal presurgical (MRI, CT, SPECT, phase contrast MR Angiography, functional MRI) and intraoperative studies. The 3D Slicer has a modular, extendable design. It was developed based on the Open GL graphics library using the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) for processing, and the Tcl/Tk scripting language for the graphical user interface.

The SignaSP console and imaging workstation are connected (TCP/IP) to a visualization workstation (Ultra 30, Sun Microsystems, Mountain View, CA) running the 3D Slicer. The locator position is transferred to this workstation. Whenever the locator’s position or orientation changes, the server sends the new data.

As soon as the updated intraoperative scans are acquired, they are transferred to the workstation and loaded into the Slicer. Since the patient has not moved between image acquisition and navigation, the image coordinates (“image space”) correlate with the patient (“physical space”), without registration. The surgeon investigates the surgical field immediately using the locator. The corresponding updated image is displayed on the in-bore monitor with a virtual locator-representation in a user-specified plane. This enables the surgeon to identify structures in the field and correlate them to the image. Similarly he can scroll through the images, selecting his region of interest. Furthermore the plane of view can be arbitrarily changed, according to the angle of the locator in space, thus yielding axial, sagittal, coronal or arbitrary planes in the direction of the probe.

Results

The in-house developed 3D Slicer has become the visualization platform for medical image processing,
image fusion, 3D Visualization and intraoperative navigation at the Surgical Planning Laboratory. The software has proven stable and versatile.

During the first two years the 3D Slicer has been used for biopsies (n = 10) and open craniotomies (n = 60) for various pathologies.

The preparations are alike for biopsies and open craniotomies. After the patient is positioned and the head rigidly fixed with a carbon fiber Mayfield three-point fixation clamp, a flexible MRI-surface coil is applied to the region. A 3D-volume scan of the patient’s head is acquired. This scan is transferred to the workstation running our navigation software. Presurgical data can be aligned (image fusion using Maximization of mutual information MMI [33]) to this volume data set, and used for trajectory and approach planning. As the localizer is moved within the surgical field, the computer reformats these slices according to the detected position. The surgeon uses this tool to scroll through the image volume, and define the best approach.

For MRI-guided biopsies (Fig. 2) the intra procedural MRI enables precise targeting and verification of the sample site [2, 18]. Of course avoidance respectively early detection of complications is a major issue, particularly in deep-seated lesions. The volumetric scan is uploaded into the 3D Slicer. This provides full spatial orientation with fast computer graphics to define entry point and trajectory interactively. The Slicer’s virtual tip is used to explore the suggested needle path. Subsequently a burr hole is placed at the specified location. The trajectory is verified and the localizer fixed in this position. While slowly advancing the probe to the set depth, we acquire near real time scans, to rule out unnoticed deflection. Once in the target area the needle position within the signal abnormality can be confirmed additionally with conventional 2D scans, and subsequently the biopsies taken. If indicated a laser fiber can be introduced for thermal ablation of the targeted region. After withdrawing the needle, control scans are acquired, to rule out complications.

In MRI-guided craniotomies (Fig. 3), the Slicer is used more frequently throughout the procedure. Initial planning can be done, using presurgical data, registered to the positioned patient. After craniotomy images are acquired on demand. Generally updated imaging is requested in light of significant deformation and during successive resection stages. These new images, representing the current situation are loaded into the 3D Slicer for navigation. Particularly in the final

![Fig. 2. Biopsies: The large image shows the Slicer display, as shown on the in-bore monitor. The surgeon is investigating various paths to the brainstem lesion. The pointer is set to a virtual depth. Potential target regions have been indicated (dots). Once the trajectory has been chosen, the needle is advanced (inlay) and the biopsy taken (note signal void at the biopsy site; a side-biting needle was used)](image1)

![Fig. 3. Open craniotomy: After resection of a frontal oligodendroglioma the resection cavity is probed for residual lesion. The pointer is used to visualize the entire resection cavity on the in-bore monitor. This virtual pointer represents a real pointer in the surgeon’s hand. Note the deformation, which would render presurgical images useless)](image2)
stages of the procedure this alternation of resection and navigation with updated imaging, allowed not only the visualization of residual lesion, but also the precise localization and removal. Particularly in the vicinity of eloquent areas resection is controlled more frequently. Potentially even more important, the resection is stopped, when eloquent areas are endangered.

**Discussion**

Computer-assisted surgery was introduced to guide neurosurgical interventions [5, 17, 25, 32]. Nevertheless, intraoperative changes result in stereotactic inaccuracies. Various promising approaches to characterize and compensate for these changes were investigated. However, at present there is no alternative to intraoperatively updated images.

Among intraoperative imaging modalities, MRI has the highest resolution and sensitivity to detect residual tumor [3, 6, 10, 13, 21, 22, 27, 28, 30, 31, 34]. As our goal is to achieve a gross total tumor resection [1], identified as detectable signal abnormality, while respecting functional areas, frequent updates with high-resolution imaging yield the necessary information.

Various groups have combined commercially available software and navigation systems with images acquired in a MRI. Nimsky and Wirtz [22, 34] describe systems, which have separated imaging and surgical areas. Data transfer is necessary, as well as image to patient registration. Furthermore solutions that have separated areas for surgery and imaging, might be subject to inaccuracies due to deformations during the patient’s transfer.

Our observations from serial intraoperative MRI [7, 19] demonstrated, that “brain-shift” is composed of diverse forces, magnifying and sometimes neutralizing each other. It is important to recognize the dynamic character of intraoperative deformations. We have observed meaningful changes within 30 minutes and less, which might have been missed by sporadic intraoperative imaging [22, 30, 34]. Therefore frequent intraoperative update is warranted to detect changes which might influence surgical decision making. The regularity of these updates depends on the surgical necessity to successfully conclude the operation in a timely fashion.

Our in-house developed software, the 3D Slicer is a platform for surgical planning and intraoperative, interactive image guidance. It was developed to comple-ment the open-configuration MRI (SignaSP), which provides intraoperative imaging. Since “image space” and “physical space” are identical, time-consuming registration is unnecessary.

This integrated system has shown its benefit for updated navigation in neurosurgery.

**Conclusion**

Intraoperative Imaging is a great advance in Neurosurgery. To fully exploit the capacity of this new technology we developed a software application, the 3D Slicer for computer-assisted navigation. This integrated system enables the surgeon, to acquire and use near-real-time intraoperative images interactively, with all the advantages and high speed of computer-graphics.
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